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SUMMER CAMPS
are known for their
intense moments and
unforgettable encounters they
produce; new friends are made,
old selves are tossed aside,
flames are sparked and fizzle
out. In short, Summer Camps
are all about humans serendipitously coming together within the
wildness of nature for the sake of reaching those
emotional peaks of both exaltation and relaxation.

At CAMP SOLONG we have asked
ourselves time and again: What exactly makes
the stakes so high? Why do we feel so much at
Summer Camp and how can we feel it best?
Why does the experience stick so hard?
The answer: because it ends; every Summer Camp
starts with its end in sight, and, at that finale,
every camper, every counselor has to face this
inevitable separation from something that will
never be again. We’ve all done it, and we shall
do it again... in fact, the only thing we can be
sure of, is that there will always be GOODBYE.

STAY to LEAVE
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At CAMP SOLONG, you will gain
the priceless power of “Solonging” - the expertise of
being rather emotionable, yet seeing eye to eye with
your true you, including all those lumps, leaks, and
tribulations. Yes, priceless indeed: It’s even free!
No map, no compass needed! As one of our campers,
you will be reoriented with a new sense of direction,
leading you right through that back-breaking terrain
of reality, with full acceptance.
Just imagine: As a CAMP SOLONG camper, you will
have 3 days of laser-sharp microscopic introspection
through rigorous farewell maneuvers, side-by-side with
your fellow campers. We offer a playing field of feelings
and temporary relations: a perfect scenario to rehearse
your own nature in relation to others.
Don’t Hold Back - You Won’t Be Alone in Saying Goodbye!
“Wise is he who
enjoys the show
offered by
the world.”
– Fernando Pessoa

Where “Goodbye’s” . . .
. . . become “Whatever’s”

